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Inspection Summary

Inspection from January 16 through March 3,1991, (Reports No. 50-266/91002(DRP)
No. 50-301/91002(DRP))
Areas Inspectq: Routine, unannounced inspection by resident inspect,rs of
outstanding items; operational safety; radiological controls; maintenance and
surveillance; emergency preparedness; security; engineering and technical ,

support; and safety assessment /qu&lity verification.
Results: During this inspection period, Unit 1 operated at full power with only
requested load following power reductions. Unit 2 operated at full power for
the majority of this period wit' only requested load following power reductions.
On February 28, a shutdown was- initiated on Unit 2 when it became evident that
a residual heat removal pump could not be returned to service prior to
exreiration of the time limit allowed. Power had been reduced to 17% when the
pump was restored to service and a normal power ascension commenced.

One violation of NRC requirements was cited in this inspection report:

Contrary to Quality Assurance Instruction (QAI) 16.2, corrective action due
dates on licensee identified deficiencies were allowed to lapse with either no
or late escalation initiated. This is especially of concern because it is part
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af the program to which the licensee committed for resolving problems associated
with a violation for which they received a civil penalty (Paragraph 2.a).

One non-cited violation of NRC requirements was included in this report:

An auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump was removed from service for maintenance
without performing fire rounds as required by procedure PBNP 4.12.7, " Standing
Orders", which specifies compensatory measures for certain requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix R. The work plan prepared for this maintenance was
deficient in that it failed to specify these compensatory measures
(Paragraph 3.e).

Issues addressed in this inspection report include:

Loss of a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump (Paragraph 3.f) - An Unusual Event
was declared when an RHR pump could not be returned to service prior to
expiration of the 24 hour time allowed by the limiting condition for operation
(LCO). A leak on the discharge header of the pump could not be repaired prior
to expiration of the LCO, initiating a Technical Specification mandated
shutdown. The plant's emergency plan implementing procedures classify such an
occurrence as an Unusual Event. The pump was restored to service about two
hours after expiration of the LCO and the Unusual Event declaration was
terminated. Reactor power had been reduced to 17% when the pump was restored
to service and a normal power ascension was subsequently commenced.

Personnel Contamination (Parg raph 4.a) - An auxiliary operator and a
chemistry technician were contaminated while leak checking a primary system
sample valve and a newly replaced tube fitting failed. The highest measured
skin contamination was 800 cpm and no appreciable internal uptake occurred.

Maintenance (Paragraph 5.a) - Several weaknesses were noted during observation
of maintenance activities. A procedure for the replacement of the residual
heat removal pump impeller (RMP 8) did not clearly specify the required
impeller to casing clearance. When attempting to determine the correct
clearance information, maintenance supervision could not determine the basis
for the maximum clearance specified in the procedure. An equipment isolation
tagout for work on an auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pt % as inadequate. Only the
control switches for the steam supply isolation Sai. v were tagged. The
manual handwheels on these isolation valves were not tagged, which could h4ve
permitted inadvertent manual operation.

Surveillance (paragraph 5.b) - Weaknesses were noted during observation of
surveillance activities. One concerned a temporary change to Test Procedure
TS-2, " Emergency Diesel Generator G02 Biweekly" This set up the fuel oil
system for a special gravity fill test of the diesel generator day tank
(WMTP 12.33). This procedure change resulted in the fuel oil supply to the
G02 diesel being isolated. The fuel c P system was left in this abnormal
lineup upon completion of TS-2 without directing that WMTP 12.33 be subsequently
performed to restore the lineup. Le ause the operators were properly briefed,
WMTP 12.33 was properly performed i.hmediately upon completion of TS-2 and the
fuel oil system was restored 9 ormal.
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Staff Augmentation Orill (Paragraph 6.a) - An after hours emergency plan staff
augmentation arill was conducted by the plant with acceptable results.

Offsite Emergency Siren Failure (Paragraph 6.b) - All offsite emergency sirens
failed the monthly operating test from the Two Rivers Police Department. The
sirens were subsequently tested from the Manitowoc County Sheriff's Department
with satisfactory results. Af ter investigation, it was determined that the
siren actuation transmitter key was not turned sufficiently to activate the
transmitter. Additional training was conducted for Two Rivers personnel.

Emergency Preparedness (EP) Drill (Paragraph 6.c) - The annual EP drill was
conducted outside of normal working hours. This necessitated an extensive
callup of personnel to man the various emergency stations. Some minor
weaknesses were noted by the inspector but the overall performance of the
drill was considered good. Notable improvements were observed in the layout
and operation of the Operations Support Center. This had been a weak area in
previous drills.

Self-evaluation c.'EP Orill (Paragraph 6 d) - A critique was held by the
licensee regarding events occurring during the annual exercise. Corrective
actions were discussed for the weaknesses identified. Information exchange
was candid and well conducted,

Corporate Management Changes (Paragraph 9.a) - On February 1, Wisconsin
Electric reorganized the management structure of the Nuclear Power Department.
The Senior Manager was promoted to the title of Director and 1s now between
the Plant Manager and the Vice-President. All other sections within the
department, with the exception of Quality Assurance, now report to the
Director.

- Management Meetings-(Paragraph 11) - A meeting was held among NRC Region III,
- NRR, and plant management on February 27 to discuss items of mutual interest
and| foster improved communications between the licensee and the NRC.

New issues which remain unresolved include:

Alte-nate Shutdown' Capability Installation (Paragraph 8.a) - The 30-month
deadline for installation of an alternate shutdotn capability, as required by
10 CFR 50, Appendix R, passed without the plant completing the required
modifications. The utility's request for an extension was denied by the NRC.
This ' issue remains unresolved pending further review by the NRC and completion<

of equipment installation,

, -Emergency Preparedness (EP)- Drill (ParagraSn 6.c) - One significant
' observation during this drill regarded operator compliance with procedure

CSP-P.1, " Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition".
Operators questioned the validity of steps 14 and 15, which J. rect the

.

,_

securing of all safety injection and residual heat ren: oval pumps. This item -

| remains open pending further evaluation. ,
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DET A. ; S

1. Persons Contacted (71707) (30702)

*G. J. Maxfield, Plant Manager
T. J. Koehler, General Superintendent - Maintenance
J. C. Reisenbuechler, Superintendent - Operations
J. G. Schweitzer, Superintendent - Maintenance
N. L. Hoefert, Superintendent .nstrument & Controls
W. J. Herrman, Superintendent - Technical Services
T. L. Fredrichs, Superintendent - Chemfstry
J. J. Bevelacqua, Superintendent - Health Physics
M. L. Mervine, Superintendent - fraining

*R. D. Seizert, Superintendent Regulatory , .,upport Services
F. A. Flentje, Administrativr. Specialist

Other licensee employees sere also contacted including members of the
technical and engineering staff >, and reactor and auxiliary operators.

* Denotes the personnel attending the management exit interview for
summation of preliminary findings.

2. Licenser ? -ion on Pr vious '1spect m Findings (92701) (92702)

a. [Cbseo) Unresched Item (266/90027-01; 301/90027-01); Quality
Assurance Program Open Item Escalation Procedure Implementation.

A review of overdue NCRs and AFRs revealed that many are not being
escalated in accordance with Quality Assurance Instruction (QAI)
16.2, "Open Item Follow-up and Escalation Process For
Internally-Identified Deficiencies." Among the deficiencies noted
were overtue items that were never escalated; overdue items that were
not escalated within the time frame allowed by the procedure; overdue
items whose due dates were subsequently extended beyond that allowed
by the procedure; and multiple examples of missing documentation
required by QAI 16.2. Details are contained in Inspection
Report 266/90027; 301/90027.

Upon further review, the NRC determined that this is a violation of
the 'equirements to carry out the quality assurance program in
accordance with written policies, procedures or instructions as
stated in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (266/91002-01; 301/91002-01). Since
this issue will be tracked via the violation, the original
unresolved item is closed.

b. (Closed) Violation (266/89033-02; 301/89033-02): Failure to comply
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI - Corrective Actions.

On May 15, 1990, Wisconsin Electric acknowledged their lack of |timeliness in correcting identified deficiencies as stated in the
citation anc paid the proposed civil penalty. The inspectors

i
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reviewed the' status of the utility's program that was undertaken to
improve performance in this area.

The principal correctise action is an increase from 418 to 486
personnel to aid in resolving the backlog of open issues. The
utility has been meeting their incremental staff increase goals and

- as of January 31, the Nuclear Power Department had 467 personnel.
The utility's hiring progr 9ss appears adequate to allow meeting the
July 1- commitment date for full staf fing. In addition to their
commitment, the utility is plenni..9 for additional resources in 1992
and considering further increases beyond that date.

A fafety evaluation group (SEG) was formed and is currently
functioning. Its principal duty is the performance of 10 CFR 50.59
safety evaluation reviews. Although this group was originally,

considered for screening of open items to identify those of
potential safety significance, this function will instead be
performed by the plant's regulatory engineer. The inspector
discussed the SEG's operation with the group's leader.

Database sof tware was developed to consolidate three different open
item tracking systems used by the plant. This new consolidated
tracking list trerges all the open items from the three former systems

' into one database for improved tracking of corrective actions. The
inspector observed a demonstration of this system and was informed
that some software bugs are still being worked out of the program.
Initial operating experience has also provided a need for additional-
program enhancements which are being developed.

The delinquent corrective action escalation procedure QAl 16.2, was
revised in July 1990. However, as discussed in Paragraph 2.a above,
significant inadequacies have been found in the implementation of
this procedure.

The majority of the corrective actions for this siolation have been
or are nearing completion. The inspectors' review of these actions
yielded satisfactory results. With the exception of implementing
the delinquent item escalation procedure, results of these measures
appear adequate, therefore, this item is closed. Tracking of the
escalation pro:edure revision and its cubsequent implementation will
be via riolation 266/91002-01; 301/91002-01.

3. Plant Operations (71707) (93702)
;

i a. Control Room Observation (71707)

| The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed applicable
j logs and conducted discussions with control room operators during
; the inspection period. During these discussions and observations,
| the inspectors ascertained that the operators were alert, cognizant

of current plant conditions, attentive to changes in those'

, conditions and took prompt action when appropriate. The inspectors
I noted that a high degree of professionalism attended all facets of
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control room operation and that both unit control boards were
generally in a ' black board' condition (no non-testing annunciators
in alarm condition). Several shift turnovers were also observed and
appeared to be handled in a thorough manner.

The inspectors performed walkdowns of the control boards tc. verify
operability of selected emergency systems, reviewed tagout records
and verified proper return to service _of affected compontnts.

The Plant Manager was observeo making periodic tours of the control
room and through the plant. The Vice President, Nuclear, was also
frequently observed at the plant,

b. Facility Tours (71707)

Tours of the primary auxiliary building, service water building,
turbine. hall and 13.8 kV switchgear buildings were conducted to
observe plant equipment conditions, including plant
housekeeping /cicanliness conditions, status of fire protection
equipment, fluid leaks and excessive vibrations and to verify that
maintenance _ requests had been initiated for equipment in need_of
maintenance.

During facility tours, inspectors noticed occasional signs of
leakage but all equipment appears to be in good operating condition.
Housekeeping in some areas of the plant is improving, with the
demarcation of designated material storage areas. In other areas,
however, equipment and debris from ongoing building expansion-

construction work is spreading into various parts of the plant.
Overall plant cleanliness remains adequate.

2

c. Unit 1 Operational Status (937021

The unit continued to operate at full power during this period with
only requested load following power reductions,

d. Unit 2 Operational Status (93702)
i

The unit continued to operate at full power for the majority of this,

; period wi_th only requested load following power reductions. -On
( _ February 28, a power reduction was commenced when it became evident
i that a residual heat removal pump could not be returned to service
| prior to exoiration of the time limit allowed, power had been

- reduced to 17T; when repairs were completed and the pump restored toi

service. Power ascension was commenced and full power was achieved
the next day. Details are provided in Paragraph 3.f.

e. Fire Rounds Not Performed as Required (71707)

On October 17 and 19,1990, an auxiliary feedwater (AW) pump was
removed from service for maintenance without performing fire rounds.
This is a violation of procedure PBNP 4.12.7, " Standing Orders,"
which specifies compensatory measures for certain requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix R (266/91002-04; 301/91002-04). The AFW pumps had
been individually isolated to remove a buildup of silt from the

6
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service water piping which provides them with an alternate source of
water. The silting problem was identified during radiography of the
service water-system, and no standard maintenance procedures existed
for its correcte,. The job was subsequently performed under a
hastily prepareo . > procedure that failed to specify the
requirement for co ensatory fire rounds, Although this requirement
is also addressed - the operations group standing orders, the
cognizant operators did not recollect this fact.

The plant reviewed thir incident and concluded that operators were
solely to blame for not remembering the standing orders requirement
for compensatory fire rounds. A night order entry was promu? gated
to remind operators of this requirement. Following discussions with
the inspector, the plant decided to evaluate whether inadequacies in ;

the maintenance procedure were the more significant factc One
change being considered is the addition of a checkoff block on
maintenance work requests regarding the need for compensatory fire
rounds.- This violation is not t:eing cited because the criteria
specified in Section V.G. of the Enforcement Policy were satisfied,

f. Loss of a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump (93702]

At about 2130 on February 28, a leak was found in the discharge
section of the Unit 2 "B" RHR pump during a routine post main _tenance
test. The location was on a piece of 3/4 inch piping that taps off
the discharge header of the RHR pump and connects to the discharge
pressure gauge. The cause-of the leak was a crack in the weld of a
socket joint on this 3/4 inch piping.

The RHR pump had been out of service since 0520 that morning for
routine maintenance, and it soon became evident that the pump could
not be returned to service prior to expiration of the 24 hour time
allowed by the limiting condition for_ operation (LCO). A power
reduction was commenced.at 2320 in preparation for shutting down the
unit, This was considered a conservative measure since six hours
still remained in the LCO. The inspector was notified of this event
shortly after discovery of the leak and responded to the site before
the power reduction was initiated.

By 0300 the-next day (March 1), Unit 2 power had been reduced to 30%
and was temporarily held at that point while renairs were rapidly
progressing. At 0520, the LC0 expired and the plant declared an

[ Unusual Event as required by their emergency plan impirmenting
procedures. The NRC was notified of this declaration shortly
afterwards via the emergency notification system. During this call,
the plant also informed the NRC that a shutdown of Unit 2 had been
initiated as required by Technical Specifications. The plant chose
to interpret the initiation of the shutdown as o xurring at the
expiration of the LCO vice at the initial power reduction. State
and local government agencies were subsequently notified of the
emergency declaration as required.
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By 0627, power had been reduced to 17% and repairs to the weld were
completed. A pressure test and dye penetrant test of the weld were
subsequently performed and the pump restored to service by 0730.
With the unit still at 17%, a normal power ascension was commenced
and full power achieved at 1620 that af ternoon. The inspector
monitored various phases of this evolution and had no concerns.,

These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that facility
operations were conducted safely and in conformance with requirements
established under technical specifications, federal regulations, and
administrative procedures;

4. Radiologica? Controls (71707]

The inspectors routinely observed the licensee's radiological controls
and practices duririg normal plant tours and the inspection of work
activities. Inspection in-this area includes direct observation of the
use of Radiation Work' Permits (RWPs); normal work practices inside
contaminated barriers; maintenance of radiological barriers and signs;
and health physics (HP) activities regarding monitoring, samplf og, and
surveying. The inspectors also observed-portions of the radioactive
waste system controis associated with radwaste processing,

From a radiological standpoint the plant is in go' condition, allowing
access to most sections of the facility. During tours of the facility,
the inspectors noted that barriers and signs also were in good condition.
When minor discrepancies were identified, the HP staff quickly responded
to correct any problems.

personnel Contaminatio, (71707)

On January 24, an a'.xiliary operator and a chemistry technician were
contaminated whilc leak checking a primary system sample valve. The

'

incident was caused when a newly replaced tube fitting failed,
spraying the men on their arms, hands, neck and face. No regulatory
' limits were exceeded with the highest measured skin contamination
levels being 800 cpm. Both men were subsequently decontaminated and,

i n eived whole body counts which showed no significant uptake. The
inspectors discussed this event with plant management, reviewed the
applicable documentation, and had no further concerns.

All other activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner during this
inspection period.

5. Maintenance /SurveillanceObservation(62703)_(61726J

a. Maintenance (62703)

Station maintenance activities of safety-related systems and
components listed below were observed / reviewed to ascertain that
they were conducted in accordance with approved procedures, ;
regulatory guides and indust y codes or standards and in conformance
with technical specifications.

8
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The followinc items were considered during this review: the
limiting cor sitions for operation were mot while components or
systems we' a removed from service; approvals were obtained prior to
initiating the work; activities were accomplished using approved
procedures and were inspected as applicable; functional testing
and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning components or,

systems te service; quality control records were maintained;'

activities were accomplished by qualified personnel; parts and
materials csed were nroperly certified; radiological controls were
implemented; and fire prevention controls were implemented.

Work requests were reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs
end to assure that priority is assigned to safety-related equipment
maintenance which may affect system performance.

Portions of the following maintenance activities were
observed / reviewed:

- 1P10A Residual Heat Removal pump impelier assembly replacement

The procedure being followed (RMP 8) specified an impeller to
casing clearance band of 0.020 - 0.028 inch. The supervisor on
this job was not certain whether this meant the clearance on
each side of the impeller ur total radial clearance. Measured
clearance was about 0.038 inch. Maintenance supervision
consulted the vendor technical manual and determined that only,

1 a minimum clearance is specified. The basis for a maximum l
citarance in RMP 8 could not be determined. The licensee is
considering changes to this procedure to clarify and revise the
clearance specifications.

Emergency Diesel Generator G01 annual refurbishment-

- 1P29 Auxiliary Feedwater ( AFW) pump and turbine oil change and
service water supply solenoid valve MS-2090 cleaning

The equipment isciation tagout for the AFW pump work (91-132)'

was considered inadequate by the inspectors. Since the steam
piping was not being opened, equipment damage was the primary
concern for isolating the steam supply to the turbine. The
tagm t accomplished thic by tagging the t e t N switches for
the two paralle'. s'eam supply isolati a valv o (MS-2019 & ,

'

MS-2020) in tF.e shut position. Toese swit;nes are located in
the control room. However, the moual handwheels on t% actual
valves were not tagged. This could have permitted inadvortant
manual operation of the steam supply valves resulting in severe
damage to the AFW pump and turbine bearings. The inspector
notified the licensee of this finding. Plant management issued
a night order aleming opurators of this deficiency. The
inspectors noted that : subsequent tagout of an AFW pump :involved tags on not only the control switches, but also on the i
valve hand wheels and the valve operating matcr breaker as
well. The plant is also considering Jpgrading their database
system to generate standard tagouts 'er routine maintenance and

,
, . .
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surveillance activities. The inspectors will continue to i

monitor this area closely. 5

b. Surveillance (61726)

The inspectors observed surveillance testing and verified that
testing was performed in accr-dance with adequate procedures; that

.

I

test instrumentation was cal. orated; that limiting conditions for
operation-were met; that removal and restoration of the affected
components were accomplished; that test results conformed with
technical specifications and procedure requiremants and were
reviewed by personnel other than the individual directing the test;
and that any deficiencies identified during the testing were
properly reviewed and resolud by appropriate management personnel.

The inspectors witnessed and reviewed the following test activities:

IT-08 (Revision 24) Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater-

Pump (Monthly)

A weakness-was noted in documenting completion of test I

procedure steps. Although both the control operator and the
' technician performing the test had copies of the procedure,
neither one initialed their copy in the spaces provided to
signify completion of the first four steps of the procedure. *

This weakness was discussed with the licensee.

ICP 2.7, App. A (Revision 2) Nuclear Instrun ntation Power-

Range

WMTP 12.33, Diesel Generator Day Tad Fill by Gravity-

This was a special test to veri;y gravity fill of the diesel
day tanks from the emergency storage tank under winter
conditions. This test required that tte normal automatic fill
capability be defeated. These initial conditions were
established during performance of test TS-2, " Emergency Diesel-
Genc rator G02 Biweekly". Procedure TS-2 was changed so that
at its conclusion, the day tank would remain only about half1

full and the inlet valve control switch would be taped in the
shut position. This also in effect isolated the fuel supply to

L the G02 diesel, although the supply switch did remain under tha
| -- control of the operators performing the test. The inspector

expressed concern that the temporary changes to TS-2 resulted
in an abnormal fuel system lineup upon completion of that

L procedure without directing that WMTP 12.33 be subsequently
| performed, and thereby restoring the lineup.
|

The inspector determined that operators were well' briefed on
the conduct of'taese consecutive tests and proceeded directly
from TS-2 into WMTP 12.33. However, upon the completion of,

'

procedure TS-2, the fuel system remained in an abnormal lineup
with no positive controls in place for its restoration. The

; inspectc r verified that the fuel system lineup was, in fact,
L

10
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restored upon completion of test WMTP 12.33. This weakness in
the test procedure was also discussed with plant management.

IT-07 (Revision 15), Service Water Pumps and Valves (Quarterly)-

During this test, service water pumps B and D marginally failed
the test criteria for differential pressure and were declared
technically out of service. The test procedure directs that
the test be suspended if two pumps are found out of service. A
third pump out of service would result in entering a limiting
cordition for operation (LCO). The inspector questioned why
the procedure should stop the pla.* from determining if
additional pumps were out of service. He was informed that the
intent was to allow time for evaluation of the data for
accuracy and thereby prevent needlessly entering the LCO.

In this particular case, the two pumps were retested and passed
after the test gauge was recalibrated (it was within its
calibration period at the time of the test). Afterwards, the C
pump was tested and also failed. 1+ sc later adjusted and
subsequently passed.

No other discrepancies A e w :ed o eing the observance of sny of the
above tests.

6. Emergency Preparedness (71707) (40500) 193702_)

An inspection of emergency preparedness (EP) activities was performed to
assess the licensee's implementation of the site emergency plan and
implementing procedures. The inspection included monthly review and tour
of emergency facilities and equipment, discussions with licensee staff, a
review of selected proceduras, and direct observation of an EP drill,

a. Staff Augmentation Drill (71707)

On February 4, a staff augmentation drill was conducted by the plant.
The drill commenced at 7:12 pm and after 41 minutes all management
(pager carriers) positions were filled. All other positions were

1 filled by 9:00 pm.

b. Offsite Emergency Siren Failure (71707)

On February 6, Wisconsin Electric n.:1fied the NRC via the emergency
notification system that 14 of 14 offsite emergency sirens failed
the monthly operating test from the Two Rivers Pol'ce Department.
The plant dispatched personnel to the Manitowoc Ccunty Sherif f's
Department and test growled each stren individually from ti.at
location. Every siren worked properly and the plant declared the
siren sy stem operable. When plant personnel attempted tr'auble
shooting the transmitter equipment at Two Rivers, no fault could be
determined. All sirens were subsequently test growled from Two
Rivers with each one working properly. The utiiity believes that
the Two Rivers dispatcher did not turn the siren actuation
transmitter key sufficiently far to activate the transmitter.

11
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Additional training is being considered for the Two Rivers personnel
involved in this activity.

c. EP Drill (71707)

Wisconsin Electric conducted an EP drill February 20 in preparation
for their annual exercise in March. The drill scenario involved a
series of cascading events resulting in failure of the reactor
coolant system boundary and fuel clad, and culminating in an off
site release through a tailed post-accident containment sample
isolation valve. Of note is that the drill was conducted outside ofE normal work hours, requiring an extensive callup of personnel to man
the various emergency stations. The inspectors monitored the drill
from the control room, the Techn' cal Support Center (TSC), ther

Operatd.cns Support Center (OSC), and the Emergency Operations
Facility (E0F).

Initial communications from the control room were somewhat hectic
]- with all control room personnel occasionally on a phone simultaneously.

This was partly due to the lack of i full compliment of watchstanders
for the drill scenario. The NRO operations center was informed of the
declarat% 'f an alert shortly af ter elapse of the plant's 30 minute
goal f ar notiin. vion, but well within the one hour requirement.
Necessary personne, were contacted and recalled to the plant in a
timely manner.

Procedure CSP-P.1, " Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock
Condition", was entered as appropriate. Steps 14 and 15 of this
procedure direct the securing of all safety injection and residual
heat removal pumps if subcooling is greater than the specified valee.
Subcooling was indicated to be greater than the specified value bus
tne operators questioned the validity of these steps in the procedure
and initially chose not to compiv. Upori prompting by the drill
controller, the opel tors secure.1 the pumps. A subsequent discussion
with operators did not resche M ether the procedure is incorrect,
n9eds clarification, or if the ouerators failed to follow a proper
procedure. This issJe remains open pending a review and evaluation by
the plant and subsequent review by the NRC (266/91002-02; 301/91002-02).

The OSC has been restructured due to past weaknesses in this area.
Permanent stations have been set up for the various OSC operators
and the health physics station has been moved adjacent to the OSC to
ease cooraination between the two, Notable improvements were observed
in the layout and operation of this facility.

Drill controllers guiued the scenario along well. There were adequate
numbers of monitors observing the exercise. The ovaall conduct of
the exercise was good and the results adequate. This area will be
evaluated in detail during the March EP exercise,

d. Self Evaluation of EP Orill (40500)

The inspector observed the licensee's critique of their February 20
EP exercise. The following principal issues were discussed:

12
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Lack of a control room simulator makes it awkward to run the
drill scenario, resulting in a significant loss of realism.

-Several examples of weak communic cions were identified. Plant
-

status changes were not adequately announced. As a result,
operators in the primary auxiliary building were not aware when
containment sump recirculation was initiated. This event
causes significant increases in radiation levels which could
lead to overexposure of unaware operators. Additionally, the
refueling water etorage tank was emptied without this fact
being called to the attention of TSC management. Coordination
between the TSC and control room was also weak.

Operators were slow to initiate containment sump recirculation.-

This resulted in an excessive period of time without core
-cooling and a corresponding increase in the likelihood of
greater- core damage.

Prompt actions were taken to secure the release path early.-

The release point was quickly identified and instructions to-
isolate it were rapidly relayed to team already in the
auxiliary building for another purpose. This action
significantly reduced the off site dose rates.

Response by plant personnel being recalled for this after hours-

drill was good. All necessary people were contacted and promptly
arrived onsite.

Comments made by the licensee regarding events monitored by the-
inspector agreed with the inspector's observations. Corrective
actions were discussed for the weaknesses identified. Information
exchange was candid and well conducted,

e. Declaration of Unusual Event (93702)

On March 1, the _ plant declared ar, Unusual Event when Unit 2 was
required to'be shutdown due to Technical Specification requirements.
The 8 residual heat removal pump-remained out of service in excess
of the 24 hour time limit due to a leak on the discharge piping.
The emergency plan implementing procedures were entered and
appropriate notifications were made. The declaration was terminated
about two hours after it was declared. Details are provided in
Paragraph 3.f.

All activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner during this
inspection period.

7. Security (71707)
__

The inspectors, by direct observation and interview, vertfied that
portions of the physical -security program were being implemented in
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accoi mee with the station security plan. This included checks that
ider- 's Wn badges were properly displayed, vital areas were locked
and ,s d , and personnel and packages entering the protected area were
aporopriately searched. The inspector also monitored any compensatory
measures that may have been enacted by the licensee.

Of 569 random drug tests administered since the start of the utility's i
fitness-for-duty program, no regular company employees have tested j
positive.

_

All activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner during this
inspection period.

1

8. Engineering and Technical Support (717071
1

The inspectors evaluated licensee engineering and technical support
activities to determine tneir involvement and support of facility
operations. This was acccmplished during the course of routine
evaluation of facility events and concerns through direct oservation of
activities and discussions with engineering personnel.

Alternate Shutdown Capability Installation (71707)

On January 27, the 30 month deadline for installation of an
alternate shutdown capability, as required-by 10 CFR 50, Appendix R,
passed without the plant completing the required modifications. The
utility's request for an extension of the deadline to complete
installation was denied by the NRC. A meeting was held onsite
January 31 between NRC and utility management to discuss compensatory
measures. The plant issued a temporary special order instructing
personnel to perform hourly fire rounds of the vital switchgear room
and prohibiting transient combustibles from the vital switchgear room
except under continuous surveillance. The inspector monitored plant
activities-under this special order and noted that turbine building
operators are logging the hourly firerounds on a shif t log attachment
as required. Signs have also been posted at both entrances to the
vital switchgear room-informing personnel of the prohibition against
transient combustibles. This issue remains unresolved pending
further review by the NRC and completion of equipment installation
(266/91002-03; 301/91002-03).

All other activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner during th's
inspection period.

9. Safety Assessment / Quality Verification (71707)

The licensee's quality assurance programs were inspected to assess the
implementation and ef fectiveness of programs associated with management
control, verification, and oversite activities. Special consideration
was given to issues which may be indicative of overall management
involvement in quality matters such as self improvement programs,
response to regulatory and industry initiatives, the frequency of
management plant tours and control room observations, and management
personnel's attendance at technical and planning / scheduling meetings.;

|
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Corporate Management Changes (71707)

Effective February 1, Wisconsin Electric reorganized the ma
structure of the Nuclear Power Department. nagement

promoted to the title of Director, and continues to report to thThe Senior Manager wasVice-President.
The Point Beach Plant Manager and the SpecialProjects Section now report to the Director

e

Vice-President.

Senior Manager have been regrouped into three sections andThe two sectiens that formerly reported to the, vice directly to thethe Director.
directly to the Vice-President.The Quality Assurance Section continues to reportreport to

The utility discussed these changeswith the NRC.

All activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner duriinspection period.
ng this

10. Outstanding Itemy (92701)

Open items

be reviewed further by the inspector, and inelve someOpen items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, will
of the NRC, licensee or both.
inspection is discussed in Paragraph 6.c.An open item dhclosed during theaction on the part
Unresolved items

order to ascertain whether theUnresolved items are matters about which more information i
noncompliance, or deviations. y are acceptable items, items ofs required in
inspection is discussed in Paragraph 8.a.An unresolved item disclosed during the

11.
Management Meetings (30702)

A Meeting was held among NRC Region 111, NRRFebruary 27, 1991

communications between the licensee and the NRC.to discuss items of interest and fost, and plant management oner improved

assurance program weaknesses, allocation of new person:ne.ty, qualityincluded installation of the alternate shutdown capac ''of discussion
Item

corporate office and the plant, recent corporate management chl between the
upcoming Unit 1 refueling outage, and the recent dismissal of tanges, thesecurity force personnel. en

12.
Exit Interview (71707)

A verbal summary of preliminary findings was provided t
representatives denoted in Section 1 on March 4, at the conclinspection. o the licensee
during the inspection.No written inspection material was provided to the licusion of the

ensee

documents or processes reviewed during the inspectionThe likely informational content of the inspection re
"

port with regard to
The licensee did not identify any documents or proceswas also discussed.

ses as proprietary.
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